
 

 

 
SFERRA  

Sonno Notte Mattresses  

 
The SFERRA Sonno Notte Mattress Collection is a premium hybrid mattress offering a superlative 
balance of support and cradle for restful, restorative sleep. It is made by hand in the USA and 

comprised of nearly 1000 individually pocketed innerspring coils and layers of cotton, wool, and 
all-natural Talalay latex for individualized support and tension release. 

 
Available in “Pillow Top”(best seller) and “Luxury Firm”. 
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Sonno Notte Pillow Top Mattress 

 
Fully tufted by hand and secured with wool rosettes to prevent shifting and settling  

over time, for a longer-lasting mattress.  
The Pillow Top Mattress offers firm support but is soft enough for side, back or stomach sleepers. 
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Sonno Notte Luxury Firm Mattress 

 
Fully tufted by hand to prevent shifting and settling over time, for a longer-lasting mattress.  

The Luxury Firm Mattress offers firm support but is soft enough for side, back or stomach sleepers. 
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Recycled Densified Fiber Pad

Recycled Steel, Encased,  
Pocketed, Zoned Innersprings 

High Density Support Foam

Cooling Gel emory Foam

100% Natural New Zealand Wool

Cooling Gel Comfort Quilting Foam

100% Natural Cotton / Wool Comfort Layer

Natural Fire-Retardant Rayon Fiber

Quilted Latex Lumbar Support

Cooling Gel Comfort Quilting Foam

Blended Copper Infused Latex

0 Sonno Notte
Pillow Top Mattress

840 - SONNO NOTTE PILLOW TOP MATTRESS

Two Extra 
Pillow Top Layers

•

•
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SFERRA SONNO NOTTE PILLOW TOP MATTRESS
The foundation of Sonno Notte’s perfect comforts:  

thoughtful design, premium materials, and handcrafted construction.

THE CONSTRUCTION: MULTI-LAYERS OF HIGH-GRADE PREMIUM MATERIALS 
The layered technology of our mattresses reflects nearly a century of artistry, exploration, and expertise in bed-making, arriving at 
a perfected and exacting balance of comfortable give and enduring support.

SILK / VISCOSE BELGIAN-WOVEN DAMASK TICKING
Our exclusive outer fabric ticking is woven with a blend of silk and viscose in a design featuring our esteemed and historical 
SFERRA lace ball logo. These fibers were selected for their cooling, moisture-wicking, and breathable fabric properties, helping to 
keep you dry and comfortable throughout the night. The mattress’ layers are fully compression tufted by hand and secured with 
lovely woolen rosettes to stabilize the layers, prevent shifting and settling, and stand the test of time.

100% NEW ZEALAND WOOL
A top layer of all-natural New Zealand wool employs the superior moisture wicking properties of wool fibers to help keep you 
cool, dry, and comfortably temperate all night long.
 
COOLING GEL COMFORT QUILTING FOAM (EXCLUSIVE TO OUR PILLOW TOP DESIGN – 1 EXTRA LAYER) 
Foam layers offer a keen balance of cradling comfort and pushback support, evincing a wonderful spinal alignment. This makes a 
mattress versatile and viable for side, back, or stomach sleepers. Gel is introduced to foam for its dual comfort and cooling action, 
as it releases heat rather than entrapping it within the mattress layers, contributing to the overall breathability of the mattress.
 
QUILTED ALL-NATURAL TALALAY LATEX LUMBAR SUPPORT FOAM
A special zoned layer of latex is secured in the center-third lumbar region of the mattress to relieve the pressure points at the hip area. 

COOLING GEL MEMORY FOAM (EXCLUSIVE TO OUR PILLOW TOP DESIGN)
First developed by NASA to protect US astronauts from the heightened influence of G-forces on the body, memory foam is 
scientifically formulated for its pressure-relieving properties. Its inclusion in our Pillow Top mattress provides a rich layer of body-
contouring support, and aids in further suppression of motion transfer.

BLENDED COPPER-INFUSED TALALAY LATEX FOAM
A layer of latex foam is blend-infused with copper, a mineral possessing natural antimicrobial and anti-bacterial properties. Its 
inclusion not only offers buoyant comfort support, but also helps to maintain the mattress’ freshness, inhibiting the growth of 
bacteria, mold, mildew, and dust mites.

NATURAL COTTON-AND-WOOL COMFORT LAYER (67% COTTON / 33% WOOL)
An all-natural layer of cotton and wool provides an additional comfort layer with its dual action of support and breathable airflow 
within the mattress layers.

HIGH-DENSITY SUPPORT FOAM
A thick layer of support foam enhances the overall padding and comfort zones of the mattress, acting as a buffer atop the 
innerspring coils.

INDIVIDUALLY POCKETED RECYCLED-STEEL INNERSPRING COILS (ENCASED & ZONED)
Our mattresses feature individually wrapped innerspring coils to provide deep-down support, moving and adjusting to your 
body’s shape for the unique support each individual needs. This sturdy system provides spinal alignment along with superior 
motion transfer reduction, so you hardly sense a partner moving—an important factor for a night of restful, restorative, 
uninterrupted sleep.

The perimeter of our inner spring system is encased in a Quantum Edge Elite® unit, a double row of pencil-thin outer coils, 
providing greater edge-to-edge sleeping surface, increased stability, and reduction of the roll-off feeling. For adjustable foundations, 
a coil perimeter such as this is preferred over foam encasements.

THE FOUNDATION
The frame of our foundations is made of 18 slats of spruce wood, expertly hand-assembled by the Pennsylvania Amish community, 
and expressly designed to provide a solid base of support for the Sonno Notte mattress for its entire lifespan.

SONNO NOTTE MATTRESSES ARE ADJUSTABLE-BASE COMPATIBLE



	

 
														

	
 

MATTRESS SET WITH EITHER 5-INCH OR 9-INCH FOUNDATION 
 

 Twin  14x75x38 $4,250 
 
 Twin XL  14x80x38   4,340 
 
 Full  14x75x54   4,350 
 
  on display - Queen  14x80x60   4,545 
 
 King  14x80x76   5,745 
 
 California King  14x84x72   5,745 
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